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In this essay, Dr. Sidney B. Hoenig, a member of
our Editorial Board and Dean of Yeshiva Univer-

sity's Bernard Revel Graduate Schòol, responds to
objections which have been raised against. the. views
which he expressed in his widely diiscussed årticle in

our Spring 1970 issue. .

HISTORIC MASADA AND THE HALAKHAH

..

. Themstorical question pertainig to the self-destruction of the
last occupants of Masada in 72 C.E. has inveigled theologians

to debate in the pages of TRADITION1whethersuchactionswete
Halakhically justified. Medieval commentators and code books

are brought into the argument "to show that the actions were
not in variance with the principles of Judaism even if we judge
them from the perspective of the Halakhah as we have it crystallized and codified today."2
It is such perspective that blurs the investigation of historic

Masada. What is meant by Halakhah when mentioned by these
wrters on ancient Masada? Do they mean, according to rabbinic
texts, ancient common law or unwritten laws, as differentiated

from Pentateuchallaw3 or majority rule?4 Or do they mean, in

the talmudic sense, legal decisions, "codifed law," as in the
Mishnah,5 Gemara,6 Maimonidean Code,7 Shulchan A rukh and
Posekim8 of today or yesteryear? A clear defiition is needed

as to what these authors refer when they assert "according to
the Halakhah."

Be it what it may, in all instances of definition, one may
simply ask: what early tannaitic evidence do the Masada authors
in TRADITION have for "Halakhah" as observed in ancient Masada? One cannot and should not go beyond records of 72 C.E.9

It is wrong to argue that later modes of conduct reflect also
definitely earlier practice. The historian only seeks sure proof
that such was the "halakhic conduct" or even philosophic mode
in 72 C.E. Only Josephus can be called upon as testimony for
anything and everying that we may know about Masada.
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Ii is therefore futile to speak of Masada as related to any
"halakhah" drawn from texts, opinions, decisionS and notions
of times after 72 C.B. Were these TRADITION authors to have
caned their essays, "The Masada occupants according" to their
Phiosophiës/,iO their writings would have been in the puriew
of correct historical research and not wishful thlikingand conjectuè, fantasy and pilpul. "Halakhah" does not belong here.
What concerns the present writer is only the historic truth of
the events of Masada," as revealed by the available primary

sources. One cann"ot deduce this from Bible phrases,:tannaitic
quotes, medieval comments and late rabbinic codes. Josephus
is the only source; it is only though him that we can make any
judgment on Masada.
A simple re-reading" of Josephus' surey of the "four sects"

in the Second Commonwealth pedod wil establish the correct
question: were the occupants indeed

perspective and answer "the

martyrs? One should not read Josephus with the methodology

and henneneuti"cs of the Talmud. The studentcan onlY"ìntèrpret
Josephus in the light of that histori~n's own statements, environ-

ment and background.. " "
It should be fist emphasized that all the TRADITION writers

mention "Zealots" in their zeal to describe the occupants of
Masada. This is erroneous.11 There were nö Zealots in "Masada.

It wås occupied solely by the Sicarii.12 The term "Zealots~ is

never mentioned in the narrative of Masadà whereas Sicarii is.
The two" factions were not at all" identicaL. Added evidence for
this "Is Josephus' report that the Zealots summoned .

the" Idum~

eans to aid them in the siege of Jeruaaleni and they" (the IdU1eans) are called "allies of the Zealots. "13 On the other hand,
it is

narrated that the Idumeans, going forth to" battle Siron

ben Giora, left.

the..

mass of the population to protect their prôp~

ert against the incursions at Masada and they met Simon at
the frontièÌ'~ 14 In other words, the Zealots were alles of" the
Idumeans"whereas.the SiCarii in"Masada were their enèmy.

Simon b~n Giora had at "fist joined the" occupants of"Masàda
but they regarded him with "suspicion for he was aspirg to
is He sought to be a
lord," "contrary to" thé philosophy of the Sicai-ü of "no lordship
despotic power and cherished ambition.
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of man over man." He fought against the Zealots in Jerusalem.16
No mention is made of the Sicarii battling in or for Jerusalem.

Josephus notes that the efforts of Simon "to tempt them (the
occupants of Masada) to greater enterpnses were unsuccessful,
for the Sican had grown accustomed to the fortess and were
afraid to venture from their lair."17 The Sicam, being fearul,
remained in their place of refuge - Masada. They did not
protect or battle for Jerusalem.
It should also be recognized that Josephus was not concerned
partcularly with delineating religious observances and belief.
He planned a book on the subject but such is not extant. is His

history deals only with political aspects; his "phiosophies" on
the factions as related to these aspects are only corrolares.
In his Bellum Judaicum (written c. 73 C.E.) Josephus narrates the events of the time when Coponius came; ths was after
Archelaus' expulsion (c. 6 C.E.). Josephus wrtes: (II, 118):

Judas the Galiean incited his countrymen to revolt upbraiding them

as cowards for consenting to pay tribute to the Romans and tolerating

mortal masters after having God for their Lord. This man was a
Sophist who foundçd a sect of his own, having nothing in common
with the others.

Immediately thereafter in ths context Josephus described the
other three philosophies - Essenes, Sadducees and Phansee. ,
The three sects are again mentioned when Josephus wrote his

Antiquities (c. 93 C.E.). He refers to them in Antiquities 13.
S. 9. because he tells of the appointment of Jonathan the Hasmonean as High Priest. This ruler was the fist sacerdotal prince

who was not of the family of Zadok. Diferences of opinon
arose among the sects about his eligibility to offce and the
political problem caused Josephus to mention the various secs
at ths point in the historic narative.
In Antiquities 13. 10. 5. Josephus tell of the rift between

John Hyrcanus and the Phanees. The basic political controversy

is also revealed in Talmud Kiddushin 66b: "Enough for you
is the crown of kingship; leave the crown of priesthood to the
seed of Aaron."
In Antiquities 18. 1. 7 (23) Josphus repeated what he wrote
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in Bellum Judaicum about Coponius; there again he mentioned
the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes, but added to these remarks a note on the Fourth Philosophy.
As for the fourth of the philosophies Judas the Galiean set himself
up as leader of it. This school agrees in all other respects with the
opinions of the Pharisees except that they have a passion for libert

that is unconquerable since they are convinced that God alone is their
leader and master.

.. They think little of submitting to death in unusual forms and permitting vengeance to fall on kinsman and friend if only they may
avoid caling any man master.

The description of the Fourth Phiosophy, given in Antiquifirst been fully elaborated upon in Bellum Judriicum

ties, had

II, 254, where the historian told of Felix, the procurator, who
crucified brigands. Here Josephus described. the Skarii as those

"who committed murders in broad daylight in the heart of the
would
city. The festivals were their special seasons when they

mingle with the crowd, carrying short daggers concealed under
their clothing with which they stabbed their enemies."

. CaD anyone deny that the victims of the Sicarii at these festivals were their own Jewish brethren?
The reader will recognize from the analysis given above.that
Josephus' various narratives of the sects always pertain to some

in such texts that the historian also
stressed. the factional phiosophies, because therefrom did the
political background~ It is:

attitude of the differing groups toward Fate and God, immortality
and future reward. and life stem. The perspective of each "philosophy" served as a just.ification for the mode of action. toward
the incumbent rulers.
Specifically, Josephus remarks:
The Pharisees attribute everyhing to Fate and God . . . The Sadducees
dò away with Fate altogether and remove God beyond (Bl 2.- 164).

The Essenes held that everyone must "ever keep faith with all men,
especially with the powers that be, since no ruer attains his offce save

by the wil of God" (BJ 2. 140).

These sources in all instances reveal that though the sects
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diagreed about Fate and God, yet al of the. thee partes at the

same time did not deny human rule. But, as to the SicarIÎt
Josephus noted:19

This school agrees in all other re$pects with the opinions of the Pharisees7 except that they have a passion for liberty that is almost un-

conquerable, since they are convinced that God alone is their leader
and master.

. On the one hand Josephus noted that the Sicarii "have nothing
in commOn with theo.thers"19a andt on the other, "that ths

school agreed in all other respects with the opinions of the
Pharsees."20 This is not at all contradictoryt as may be apparent at fist. 20a The Sicarü agreed with the Pharisees that. "in each
action Fate cooperates and that the soul is imperishable." They

opposed the Pharisees and the other sects only on the attitude
toward mortal rulers. In this philosophy, the Sicarl "have nothing in common" with the other groupings.
The SicarIÍ did not believe in human leadership (as did the
Sadducees, Pharsees, and Essenes). The, three sects believed in
temporal authority. The only difference was that the Sadducèes

stressed aristocracy 7 the Phansees democracy (government of
the people -demos), and the Essenes~ though self centered,

respect~d any ruier~ since he wás appointed by God. But the
Sicari "had nothng in common" with al of these. In the matter
of political ruledom they were anarchists, denying aIlmortal
ruler.
. As noted above, the Sicari agreed. with the Pharisees in the

beliefs. of futute. reward and punihment and that the SQul is

imperishable. This belief too influenced their actiQl. With their
passion for libert and with the belief that evering was con-

trolled by fate, they held strongly that the future was more
important than the present. Thus they became 4'defeatists," par-

tIcularly when confonted realistically with the problems of
"present-day" living. This defeatist attitude they displayed in
Masada and hence committed suicide,. showing their cowardice

in not facing the situation of the present, as it was before them.
This. is especially enunciated in Eieazar~s speeches:
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Maybe, indeed, we ought from the very fist-when, having chosen

to assert our liberty, we invariably experienced such hard treatment

from one another, and stil harder from our foes-we ought, I say,
to have read God's purpose and to have recognized that the Jewish
race, once beloved of Him, had been doomed to perdition. For bad
He continued to be gracious, or but lightly incensed, He would never
have overlooked such wholesale destruction or have abandoned His
most holy city to be burnt and razed to the ground by our enemies.21

For not even the impregnable nature of this fortress has availed to

save us; nay, though ample provisions are ours, piles of arms, and
a superabundance of every other requisite, yet we have been deprived,
manifestly by God Himself, of all hope of deliverance. For it was not
of their own accord that those flames which were

driving against

the enemy turned back upon the wall constructed by us;' no, all this

betokens wrath at the many wrongs which we madly dared to inflct
.upon our countrymen. The penalty for those crimes let us pay not to
our bitterest foes, the Romans,

but to God through the act of our own

ha.nds.22
For from of old, since the fist dawn of intellgence, we have been

by those precepts, ancestral and divie-onfrmed
by the deeds and noble spirit of our forefathers-that life, not death,
continually taught

is man's misforte. For it is death which gives libert to the soul

and permits it to depart to its own pure abode, there to be free from
all calamity.2S

It is by God's wil and of necessity that we are to die. For long since,
so it seems, God passed this decree against the whole Jewish race in

commQn, that we must quit this life if we would not use it aright. Do
not attach the blame to yourselves, nor the credit to the Romans, that

this war with them has been the ruin of us all; for it was not their
might that brought these things to pass, but the intervention of same

more powerful cause has aforded them the semblance of victory.24

It is correct that "both the Phansees and the Sicarii shared
the passion for libert."25 But it must be stressed that the Pharisees applied their passion only when the Torah was in jeopardy,
whereas the Sicarü applied their passion for God's Lordship as

in a frenzy, politically waylaying high priests, Roman rulers.
and kinsmen to unfold their political philosophy. The Essenes
who were essentially individualists, averse to the general com-

munity, and separatists living in their own communes, also
stressed God's mastery: "After God they held most in awe the
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name of their lawgiver; any blasphemy of whom is punished with
death, "26 but they did not use daggers to emphasize or implement
their notions.

It is to be noted that whereas the Pharisees stressed the principle "not to pronounce the ineffable name of God,"27 the Essenes

went beyond this. They added to this rule also the name of
Moses.28 The Sicarii added further the rule not to call anyone
by the title master.29 This fanaticism led to an extreme of disrespect for any authority, or in other words it was sheer anarchy.
Such anarchy made them defeatists because the Sicarii felt that
God was not with them, as noted above. They lacked therefore
the hope in the mundane future or in the end of days, or in a
better world, as entertained faithfully. by the Pharisees.

In essence, the Pharisaic attitude was that Torah supersedes
politics; this was carred on by the later Tannaim. Even those
Rabbis who are classified by some writers30 as Rabbis of resistance or of the War Party also had respect for the sovereign

. government. Only when Torah was in jeopardy was there any
expression of revolt.
It is true that different personalities may have varying approaches about cooperation or resistance. Nevertheless the basic
concept of all Tannaim was a firm respect for the Roman government,3la except where a restriction of Torah became involved.

It is particularly wrong to state that Rabban Simon b. Gamaliel

was a member of the War Part. He is listed as a member of
the provisional government by J osephus32 and he aimed to please,
as the narrative there reveals. The actions of Rabbis Akiba,33
Hananiah ben Teradyon,34 Baba b. Buta,35 Yehuda b. Babas6

and Simon b. Y ohai37 involved resistance, only because Torah

was at stake.
Hillel did not disown Herod;38 Johanan ben Zakkai acknowledged Vespasian;39 Joshua b. Hananiah preached submission to

Rome,40 Jose b. Kisma41 upheld the same rule, and Eleazar b.

Torta42 too supported the government - for basically the con~
cern of all these Sages was Torah. No political aspect was involved in their activism. They sought only to carryon the religious teachings and practices. Torah (nomos patri)43 alone

was the Jewish "way of life," the (Biblical) Derekh or (Rab106
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.binic) Halakhah.44 In the case of the Sicarii, however, the approach was purely politicaL. From the records before us it is
established that no Rabbi displayed dishonor45 to the Emperor
or procurator in the same vein as did the Sicarn. Only when

restrictions of the "laws of the fathers" became the issue did
these Sages revolt.

It should be reiterated that the Sicarii did not actually help

in the war against Rome. Josephus mentions the full participation of the Zealots in military activity against the Romans, but
not that of the Sicarü. The Sicarii only made forays against the
Jews in En Geddi and the areas surrounding Masada in order
to obtain food. Also, they murdered Jews on the Passover to
gain their end.46

The Zealots, on the other hand, fought feverishly against the

Romans during the war; with the fall of Jerusalem they disappeared. The Zealots span was thus limited only from July 66
to August 70 C.E. The Sicarii, however, functioned sporadically

during the whole era of the first century till the death of their
leader Menahem in 65 C.E.47 After his death, they fled to
Masada and remained in their refuge till the fall of the Jewish
State and the mopping up by Silva in 72.48 As noted above,
"the Sicarii had grown accustomed to the fortress and were
afraid to venture far from their lair." Only after 72, for a short
time, did they aim to sti up trouble in Alexandria.49 Generally,

then, every' act of theirs was that of political anarchy and of
worldly defeatism; there is no evidence at all that they resisted

Rome during the war for existence (65-70).
An interesting historic mode to uphold the law - a fact not

recorded in Josephus about the Sicarii at any time during their
long period of activity - may be illustrated in the protest against
Pilate's desire to bring ikons into Jerusalem. Josephus relates
that there was a passive resistance: 50
Pilate, being sent by Tiberius as procurator to Judaea, introduced

into Jerusalem by night and under cover the effgies of Caesar which
are called standards. This proceeding, when day broke, aroused immense excitement among the Jews; those on ,the spot were in consterna-

tion, considering their laws to have been trampled under foot, as
those laws permit no image to be erected in the city; while the in107
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dignation of the townspeople stirred the country-folk, who flocked

together in crowds. Hastening after Pilate to Caesarea, the Jews im.
plored him to remove the standards from Jerusalem and to uphold

the laws of their ancestors. When Pilate refused, they fell prostrate
around his house and for five whole days and nights remained mo-

tionless in that position. .
On the ensuing day Pilate took his seat on his tribunal in the great
stadium and summoning the multitude, with the apparent intention
of answering them, gave the arranged signal to his armed soldiers to
surround the Jews. Finding themselves in a ring of troops, three deep,
the Jews were struck dumb at this unexpected sight. Pilate, after
threatening to cut them down, if they refused to admit Caesar's im-

ages, signalled to the soldiers to draw their swords. Thereupon the
Jews, as by concerted action, flung themselves in a body on the
ground, extended their necks, and exclaimed that they were ready
rather to die than to transgress the law. Overcome with astonishment

at such intense religious zeaL. Pilate gave orders for the imediate
removal of the standards from Jerusalem.

Sica - daggers _. were not used, as did the Sicarii to enforce

their aim. Pilate thereafter succumbed. This description by
Josephus is worthy of recollection, and especially the phrase
therein: "they were ready rather to die than transgress the law."
This feature, and not the Sicarii activity, is a paragon of marty-

dom. Years later the Sages, particularly Rabbi Akba, fought
to maintain Torah, but the kind of action inherent in the Sicari
politics was not the mode of rabbinic conduct. We cannot even
speak of the Sicarii in the same light as we do highly of the
average Jew - even of the country folk, ek tas charas laos, the
am ha-aretz, as described by Josephus in the Pilate incidents,

for these simple folk were indeed loyal to God and the J udaean
State to the very end.

To glorify the Sicarü as observant Jews who "believed in
and practiced ritual immersion or frequented synagogues or observed the Sabbath and dietary laws, and tithes and other offerings, (and) as the Pharisees did, so did the Sicarii"51 is another

instance of misreadig history. .

In fact, not even among the Pharisees were all persons fully.
records various categories of
haber, ne'eman and am ha-aretz.52 It is also misleading to deobservant, even as the Mishnah
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clare that the Sicarii frequented synagogues. As' shown, there

53 The Sicarii, however, went54 to the Temple, as did most Jews, observ-

were no synagogues in Judea in the Second Temple era.

ant or not, during the Second Commonwealth.
Rabinowitz notes
As for the Mikveh in Masada, Professor

that had I visited Masada,55 my views would be different. He is

aware that I had been there; I had even discussed my impressions

with him on his own veranda on a Sabbath afternoon in July
1968! Is Rabinowitz sure that the "modest Mikveh" in Masada,
large enough for ritual immersion, was built by Herod a century
before? Were the Mikvaot in Masada for the "pious Jews" in
Herod's entourage, or for use by his harem? Did he build mikvaal in Masada to make an impression of his piety upon the
Jews? Did the Sicarii later use both the Roman luxurious pools,

with the sufcient quantity of 40 seah and the modest mikvaot
on the mountain tops for ritual purity56? What evidence does

Rabinowitz have for all this? Is it syllogistic that because there
were SicarIi in Masada and because there were pools of suffcient
quantity of water there, Q .E.D.: the Sicarii observed ritual
purity. Surely, Rabinowitz is logical and pragmatic enough,
living in modern Jerusalem (where there are many mikvaot)
to recognize that such syllogism is not convincing; one cannot
determine from apparent Masada pools any proof of observances
for the ancient Sicarii in Masada.
Moreover, that the Masada pools were mikvaot, in the traditional sense needs corroboration. The word mikveh basically

is a gathering. It is Biblically applied to men as well as to water.
We read of "A pool of merchants"57 and a "pool of water."58

The ritual requisite was that a cistern, trench, cavern, groove,
etc., contain suffcient water that had come directly and naturally from a source - spring or rain - without being drawn by

a receptacle. If a vessel was used, the contents was called "drawn
water" and its prohibition was enacted by the Sages.59

Mention is also made in the Mishnah of pools of gentiles.
Those outside of Eretz Yisrael were valid for immersion by men

suffering pollution, even if fied by a swing-beam for drawing
water. Within the Land the pools of gentiles were valid even
for menstruants, if outside the city gates. This is because it is
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assumed that' those pools far from the city were not used for

washing clothes, thus not containing "drawn water. "60 The rule

that there be a minimum of 40 seah water was a rabbinic en"
actment,6l considering the need to cover the entire body.62

Many sages held this need to be the criterion; rabbinic meas"
urement only set 40 seah as the minImum. Basically, natural running water was the determining factor. One therefore must

recognize that in Masada, with the various ducts cut through
the stone, and with reservoirs to hold the rain waters, that every
pool thereon was supplied in this manner. Numerous cisterns
were cut into the top of the mountain, particularly on the west

ensuring an abundant water supply. There were huge underground water gates. One must therefore believe that the watersupply conduits for thè Roman type baths, swimming pools or

mikvaot were all of a similar style - rain water collected in
cisterns dug into the ground and conveyed through the ducts
to the places needed.us

Despite these basic elements there were still problems in the
Schools of the Second Century about the ritual Mikveh decIsions.64 The Tosefta records that Rabban Simon ben Gamaliel

declared that "he had no Halakhah." It is also related that Rabban Gamaliel immersed himself in a bathhouse in Ashkelon or
perhaps in the ocean (not necessarily in a ritual mikveh). 65

Finalization of the ritual rules came only in the Second Century.

The fact that the Masada pools may have been in accord with
ritual measurements, as later finalized, and that the water came
in naturalIy from the rain reservoir in the cut stone, still does
not prove the religiosity of the inhabitants of Masada, namely
that they piously followed set rules of mikvaot. The gathering
of waters in Masada only proves that the inhabitants had suffcient supply for washing clothes and for their bathing. One may

well ask, were the beautifully decorated and lavish pools on the
lower stratum, where Herod lived, "pools of gentiles, i.e., Roman
baths, while those on the very top of Masada were Jewish mik-

vaal specifcally prepared by the Sicarii who did not use the
"gentile pools"? Archeologists may be able to determine the age
of an artifact from their findings, but surely this does not provide any evidence of the exact ritual mode or religious use of a
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Masada "pool."
Rabinowitz's statement66 "whether they were mikvehs or not
- and everything points to the fact that they were - is com-

pletely irrelevant to the irreligiosity or orthodoxy of the Sicarii"

is unacceptable. To the contrary, if these pools were "mikvehs
built by Herod a century before the events and the Zealots or
Sicarii upon their arrival found them there," would not Josephus
have mentioned them in his detailed and elaborate descnption
of Masada? Why did he refrain from mentioning their ritual
values if the pools expressed the "religious zeal" of the people
- a subject Josephus always stressed?

The notion that "The Fourth Philosophy was the practiced
thought of oneness - a practice which made the event of Ma-

sada not only possible but inevitable,"67 as expressed by another

writer, is a slur on the other ancient Jews in the Second Commonwealth - be they Sadducees, Pharisees, or Essenes. In those
days all believed in the oneness of God and practiced it; evidence for this is the historic incident of Caius Caligula who
sought to install in the Temple statues of himself. Jews in J erusalem and in Alexandria (led by Philo) were ready to die for
Judaism, its belief and practice, rather than submit. Josephus
relates: 68

When the Jews appealed to their law and the custom of their ancestors, and pleaded that they were forbidden to place an image of
God, much more of a man, not only in their sanctuary but even in
any unconsecrated spot throughout the country, Petronius replied,

"But I too must obey the law of my master; if. I transgress it and
spare you, I shall be put to death, with justice. War wil be made on
you by him who sent me, not by me; for I too, like you, am under
orders." At this the multitude cried out that they were ready to endure everythg for the law. Petronius, having checked their clamour,
said, "Wil you then go to war with Caesar?" The Jews replied that
they offered sacrifce twice daiy for Caesar and the Roman people,
but that if he wished to set up these statues, he must first sacrifce
the

entire Jewish nation; and that they presented themselves, their

wives and their children, ready for the slaughter. These words fied
Petronius with .astonishment and pity at the spectacle of the incom~

parable devotion of this people to their religion and their unchig
resignation to death.
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The belief in the Shema and its basic principle of monotheism
all Jews. The

was firm, equally

approved, held and observed by

Sicarii, who as anarchists, were opposed to mortal rulers, liewise upheld it despite their sentiments and actions of defeatism.
A universal belief in the Divine Being does not at all prove

that the Sicari. were observant of mitzvot maasiot nor does it
negate the fact that Sicarü were violent anarchists. They did not

accept any human sovereignty; they believed only that "there
is no lordship of man over man," for God alone is Ruler. This
alone gave them the singular strength of battling against the
ancient Jewish State and contrbuting to its final, complete unfortunate fall in 72 C.E."
My portrayal of the SicarII is, as Rabinowitz indeed notes, a
"denigrating account" of them. But this is as it should be. Does
not Rabinowitz recognize the horrendous activities of the Sicarii
during the Great War? Such are not my "preconceived ideas."
I hopefully await Rabinowitz's proof from Josephus that the

Sicarii did aid in the war against the Romans?

It is faIlacious to honor and to title the last occupants in
Masada as observant Jews and as "martyrs." The salient fact
is not that "the activities (of Masada) took place after the
destruction of the Temple . . . and that they were bitter enders in Alexandria. "69 To the contrary it was only a stubborn

continuance of their political anarchy. Now that the State had
fallen, what could the bitter enders gain as heroes in Alexandria?
They surely were not battling for Judaea! They were only dis-

playing their fanatic anarchy against Rome rule everyhere.
Surely in the eyes of the Jewish gerousia (the council) and

leaders of Alexandria, these Sicarii, who constituted themselves

as a continuous Jewish defense league even after the War of
Independence of 65-70 C.E., despite their sacred and inherent
love of libert, were still dangerous to the Jewish community.
The many historians, theologians and publicists who have written
'On Masada have not refuted Josephus' description of the "Sicari

as the anarchists and defeatists who contributed to the Fall of
the J udaean State.
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